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With its lively, creative approach, this is a unique and highly memorable one-stop guide to using
language clearly, expressively and correctly. Each grammar basic - from parts of speech to
sentence components to groupings and agreements - is represented by its own character, who
explains in their own words what makes them tick and how they are used. Plenty of practical
advice will help every child unravel the rules and regulations of the English language.
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Introduction Grammar Let’s hear it for the champions of the word world, the grammar gang. Stick
with these guys, kids, and you’ll soon learn your way around a sentence. It’s a high-class beat
that doesn’t get enough attention in today’s rough and-tumble backstreets of tweets and text
messages. This error-busting bunch has been policing parts of speech for centuries, and there’s
not a verb form gone bad or an incomplete sentence slouching around inside a paragraph today
that can slip anything past them. Okay, okay, so grammar has a bad rep. You might think it’s just
a set of good-for-nothing rules, made up by evil English teachers who get their kicks by giving
their red pens a workout. Not so. Words are a feisty mob offighters – all set to rough up your
sentences unless this crew is there to put them in their proper place. You see, that’s their job –
making sure words toe the line and express ideas with clarity and completeness. It’s a tough
task, though, and they could sure use some new recruits to help them out. That’s where you
come in. Hey, what are you waiting for? Let’s meet this gang
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Iraoc, “Great!. My 4th grader loved these books...but so did my 6th grader and a friend who is in
high school. Even the college kid from next door thought they were a great idea. These books
are genius way of explaining more difficult concepts easily, they help the student to remember
them easily because of these cute n silly pictures. Some come with posters, just depends which
book, I guess. Some of the books in this series are longer, (much longer), than others. This one
is shorter but had I poster.”

D, “Good. Good”

Ebook Library Reader, “Badger books. Badger books are fantastic! My grandson loves them.
Highly recommended.”

WomenExperiences, “Love it! I wasn't expecting that. Love it! I wasn't expecting that. Lots of well
details information for kids.I will get them all for my kids.”

Heather Mills, “Great book.. My son loves these books.”

Mystery Reader, “Grandson gift!. He loves all of the Basher Basics books! This one even I can
understand!  Thanks for creating a series for all of those brainy little 8 year olds!”

ProudMother, “Five Stars. Love all of the Basher books.  My kids can't wait to read them.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Another winner from Basher. You can go wrong with this series”

The book by Simon Basher has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 104 people have provided feedback.
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